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Rescue 1122
Logged On offers a new mobile technology model
and five solutions that can improve citizens'
interactions with a more effective and efficient
government. The book presents a number of
examples from around the world, but focuses on
South Asia countries -- some of the most challenging
in the world.
In the book "Mental Illnesses - Understanding,
Prediction and Control" attention is devoted to the
many background factors that are present in
understanding public attitudes, immigration, stigma,
and competencies surrounding mental illness.
Various etiological and pathogenic factors, starting
with adhesion molecules at one level and ending
with abuse and maltreatment in childhood and youth
at another level that are related to mental illness,
include personality disorders that sit between mental
health and illness. If we really understand the nature
of mental illness then we should be able to not only
predict but perhaps even to control it irrespective of
the type of mental illness in question but also the
degree of severity of the illness in order to allow us
to predict their long-term outcome and begin to
reduce its influence and costs to society. How can
we integrate theory, research evidence, and specific
ways to deal with mental illness? An attempt will be
made in the last conclusive chapter of this volume.
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This book is a pioneering regional work and provides
a balanced approach of theory and practice in
disaster risk reduction (DRR) in Pakistan. The book
analytically discusses the status of DRR and draws
examples and lessons from national and communitylevel programs and projects and events in the
country. The book covers different types of disasters
facing Pakistan, including geo-physical and hydrometeorological hazards. This work incorporates and
draws some of the key lessons learned from the predisaster and disaster phases to the post-disaster
phase, providing an effective framework in the form
of those lessons. The rich content is based on a
selection of available documents, a consultative
workshop with academicians from different
universities undertaking DRR higher education
programs, and the editors’ own knowledge and
experience in the field. Special emphasis is given to
analyzing field experiences from academic
perspectives, and pinpointing key issues and the
policy relevance of DRR. Disaster Risk Reduction
Approaches in Pakistan is organized into three
sections with a total of 20 chapters. Section one
provides the outline and basics of DRR strategies
applied at the national level with supporting
examples from a global review. Section two
specifically highlights the wide ranges of hazards
experienced in Pakistan and presents examples,
policy options, institutional set-ups, risk reduction
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strategies, and key lessons learned. The third
section of the book is given to approaches and
issues of DRR practices with examples of disaster
responses.
This book presents articles from the International
Conference on Modelling, Simulation and Intelligent
Computing (MoSICom 2020), held at Birla Institute of
Technology and Science Pilani, Dubai Campus,
Dubai, UAE, in January 2020. Modelling and
simulation are becoming increasingly important in a
wide variety of fields, from Signal, Image and
Speech Processing, and Microelectronic Devices
and Circuits to Intelligent Techniques, Control and
Energy Systems, and Power Electronics. Further,
Intelligent Computational techniques are gaining
significance in interdisciplinary engineering
applications, such as Robotics and Automation,
Healthcare Technologies, IoT and its Applications.
Featuring the latest advances in the field of
engineering applications, this book serves as a
definitive reference resource for researchers,
professors and practitioners interested in exploring
advanced techniques in the field of modelling,
simulation and computing.
Living in Pakistan was like a 24/7 roller coaster ride
for Sarah. Following into her father's footsteps she
just picked herself and her family up from the
comfortable, cosy and predictable British life only to
land herself among people who not only thought and
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acted differently but despised her guts and
truthfulness. Her experiences which were penned
over a decade, takes you on an emotional journey
which grips and entertains at the same time. The
heroes and villains that cross her path come to life
as she moves through time. A misfit and a rebel, she
continued striving for the causes she believed in:
only to end up in deep troubles which started to
threaten her loved ones. After surviving blasphemy
charges, terrorism and corrupt power she reluctantly
withdrew but refused to be a silent witness against
all the injustices of the world she had lovingly
embraced.
Agriculture plays a pivotal role in the economy and
development of Pakistan providing food to consumers,
raw materials to industries, and a market for industrial
goods. Unfortunately, agricultural production is stagnant
due to several barriers including a fixed cropping pattern,
reliance on a few major crops, a narrow genetic pool,
poor seed quality, and a changing climate. In addition,
the high cost of production, weak phytosanitary
compliance mechanisms, and a lack of cold chain
facilities makes Pakistan agriculturally uncompetitive in
export markets. Despite all these issues, agriculture is
the primary industry in Pakistan and small farmers
continue to dominate the business. Small farmers grow
crops for subsistence under a fixed cropping pattern and
a holistic approach is required to develop agriculture to
improve the livelihoods of the rural populace. This book
presents an exhaustive look at agriculture in Pakistan.
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Chapters provide critical analyses of present trends,
inadequacies in agriculture, strategic planning,
improvement programs and policies while keeping in
view the natural resources, plant- and animal-related
agricultural production technologies, input supplies,
population planning, migration and poverty, and
balanced policies on finance, credit, marketing, and
trade.
"The Global status report on road safety 2015, reflecting
information from 180 countries, indicates that worldwide
the total number of road traffic deaths has plateaued at
1.25 million per year, with the highest road traffic fatality
rates in low-income countries. In the last three years, 17
countries have aligned at least one of their laws with best
practice on seat-belts, drink-driving, speed, motorcycle
helmets or child restraints. While there has been
progress towards improving road safety legislation and in
making vehicles safer, the report shows that the pace of
change is too slow. Urgent action is needed to achieve
the ambitious target for road safety reflected in the newly
adopted 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development:
halving the global number of deaths and injuries from
road traffic crashes by 2020. Made possible through
funding from Bloomberg Philanthropies, this report is the
third in the series, and provides a snapshot of the road
safety situation globally, highlighting the gaps and the
measures needed to best drive progress."--Publisher's
description.
This book provides theoretical perspectives and practical
experiences on smart governance for smart cities. It
presents a balanced linkage between research, policies
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and practices on this area. The authors discuss the
sustainability challenges raised by rapid urbanization,
challenges with smart governance models in various
countries, and a new governance paradigm seen as a
capable approach able to overcome social, economic
and environmental sustainability problems. The authors
include case studies on transformation, adaption and
transfers; and country, regional, municipal
contextualization. Also included are best practices on
monitoring and evaluating smart governance and impact
assessment. The book features contributions from
researchers, academics, and practitioners in the field.
Analyzes smart governance for cities from a variety of
perspectives and a variety of sectors – both in theory
and in practice Features information on the linkage
between United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
and smart governance Covers the connection between
research, policies and practice in smart governance for
smart cities
Applying Occupational Psychology in the Fire Service:
Emotion, Risk and Decision-Making provides readers
with an overview of the latest research informing the
policies, procedures and practices of those working on
the ground in the UK Fire Service. Using best-practice
principles and cutting-edge theory, the current text
demonstrates how occupational psychology can be
applied to fire services around the globe to improve
individual, management, and organisational decisions.
The authors aim to provide students, trainees,
practitioners and fire personnel with a unique insight into
a range of topics, including resilience, injury, work
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related wellbeing, community engagement as well as
decision making and operational preparedness. This
book represents a call to arms for more robust practices
to support the Fire Service, highlighting the psychological
factors involved in the firefighter occupation and paving
the way towards a better understanding of emotion, risk,
safety, and decision-making within the fire context.
Based on interviews with failed suicide bombers, officials
of Pakistani law enforcement agencies involved in
interrogating high-profile self-immolation attacks, and
content analysis of Jihadi publications produced in local
languages, this book offers the first empirically grounded
analysis of suicide terrorism in Pakistan.
Includes history of bills and resolutions.
The brutal bombings which had long been the fate of several
cities of Pakistan caused a great number of deaths and
massive destruction throughout the country. Out of the many
incidents, one which is vividly remembered is that of the
bombing which took place at the GPO building that is situated
in Lahore. The images of such an incident may be difficult to
be erased from the memories of those people who have
worked in the middle of the chaos and ruins, such as the
rescue workers. This research is an attempt at exploring the
impact that such traumatic incidents have over the lives of
individuals who are working for the Rescue 1122. There are
two outcomes that are generally experienced by people who
undergo such events, which consist of either becoming
susceptible to having PTSD or developing a high level of
resilience. Therefore, the overall prevalence and severity of
PTSD symptoms was explored among the workers along with
assessing their levels of resilience. This research should be
particularly useful for other psychologists and researches that
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are interested in investigating in this specific area and want to
provide services to individuals who have experienced
traumatic incidents.
Dr. Jared O'Connor has given his parents a promise--to find
his dead brother's fiancee and child. But his mission is
derailed when he meets beautiful flight nurse Shelly Bennett.
The sadness in her eyes, mirrors his own, and he is drawn to
her and to her young son in a way he's never experienced
before. Shelly can't afford to be distracted by Jared's
attention. Her son's upcoming testing may confirm he has
kidney failure--there's no room for anything else in her life.
But when Jared uncovers the truth, she realizes her days of
running from the past are over. But can she forgive Jared
long enough to accept his love? Lifeline Air Rescue - Exciting
Medical Drama Keywords: Clean Romance, Wholesome
Romance, medical drama, Doctor nurse romance, Christian
Romance
L’alpinismo nasce dal bisogno dell’uomo di sfidare i propri
limiti e di scoprire nuove possibilità fra le montagne. Questo
libro è l’appassionante racconto e una preziosa guida di
viaggio di un ostinato vicentino che, con l’aiuto di tanti
compagni di cordata, ha esplorato le maestose valli a nord
del Pakistan consentendo la prima mappatura su larga scala
di una zona quasi sconosciuta. Così sono state individuate,
scalate e nominate decine di vette di 5000 e 6000 metri, nelle
catene di Hindu Kush e Hindu Raj, ed è stata avviata
un’amicizia internazionale e solidale, fra italiani e pakistani,
che ha portato alla costruzione di un acquedotto e di un ponte
in metallo. Nel 2009 è nata l’idea di costruire il Centro
“Cristina Castagna”, dedicato a un’alpinista scomparsa
quell’anno sul Broad Peak, con lo scopo di ospitare la prima
Scuola di Alta Montagna del Pakistan e di sviluppare così il
turismo locale. Senza esaurire le finalità esplorative, quel
modo di fare alpinismo è divenuto esperienza di vita, dove
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tutti si sono messi in gioco per dare un senso profondo al loro
incontro. Nulla è stato facile, ma quel grande progetto fatto di
inclusione e umanità ha resistito grazie alla forza positiva che
hanno le idee e i sogni importanti. E pagina dopo pagina ll
coraggio dei sogni, rivelando le vicende vissute e gli obiettivi
raggiunti, appassiona, diverte e commuove.
The study in this research examined the relationship between
high performance work system (HPWS) and work place
safety (WPS). At the company level the study examine the
outcomes and the moral of the employees, specially the book
contains the results from emergency services providing
organization. This book is useful for researcher and
practitioners who are interested in linking the utilization of
high performance work system and work place safety.
A state-of-the-art, one-stop resource, Public Administration in
South Asia: India, Bangladesh, and Pakistan examines public
administration issues and advances in the Indian
subcontinent. The book fulfills a critical need. These nations
have the largest public administration programs in South
Asia, yet existing knowledge on them is fragmented at best.
Bringing together leading scholars from these countries, this
book provides both an insider perspective and a scholarly
look at the challenges and accomplishments in the region.
Focusing on the machinery of government, the book explores
questions such as: What is the history of public administration
development? How are major decisions made in the
agencies? Why are anti-corruption efforts so much a
challenge? What is the significance of intergovernmental
relations? What is the success of administrative reform? What
are examples of successful social development programs?
How successful is e-government, and what are its
challenges? Why is civil service reform difficult to achieve?
How is freedom of information being used as a means to
combat corruption and invoke grassroots activism? What can
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be learned from the successes and failures? While public
administration practice and education have become
considerably professionalized in the last decade, a sufficiently
in-depth and well-rounded reference on public administration
in these countries is sorely lacking. Most available books
tackle only aspects of public administration such as
administrative reforms, civil service, economic developments,
or public policy, and are country specific. None provide the indepth analysis of the sphere of public action in South Asia
found in this book. It supplies an understanding of how public
administration can be either the source of, or solution to, so
many of the problems and achievements in the Indian
subcontinent.
The concept of rescuing humans in man-made or natural
disasters is marked with risk, and demands commitment,
training, accuracy, timeliness and deliverance. The vision,
scope and goals of RESCUE 1122 as life saving organization
are all well-tethered into its organizational structure, training,
resources and operational practices [R1]. However, the fast
evolving dynamics of Pakistani society as in urbanization and
its parallel rural co-exist have an interplay with ever
increasing mandate of RESCUE 1122 to cover a wider ambit
of activities. This confluence gives rise to a a new spectrum of
problems ranging from traffic congestion in cities to a inertial
nonacceptance in rural settings. Such retarding factors to
RESCUE 1122 services undermine the operational
preparedness and efficiency of the organization. The
observership was undertaken with an avid focus on the
technological aspects of RESCUE 1122 to identify areas
where the technology could be optimized as such or if need
be, a new suite of IT-solutions could be suggested to address
emerging issues. This consolidated report takes a stepwise
approach to understand intra-RESCUE 1122 technologybased departmental activities, the interfacing with external
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agencies including patients, hospitals, traffic wardens, and
service providers such as TPL, IDS, ISPs, PTCL, and other
government bodies. It then identifies the obvious and nonobvious ineptness through the personal exposure of the
observer in rescue missions and through the feedback
received from the staff. As the most important and final step,
concrete recommendations are made which serve in two
ways; a) to address the shortcomings of the operational areas
in order to meet desired goals in a better way, and b) to
augment altogether new dimensions to the services which
compliment the existing ones. Extraneous to the purview, but
highly relevant problems of national significance including
terrorism and sabotage and power crisis are also taken into
broader consideration to make the report adept to incumbent
and more strategic national needs.
Compiled from documents in naval and aerospace museums
around the world, this is a unique look at the ships of sea, air,
and space that have carried the name Enterprise -- a name
with a heritage spanning more than 800 years. For the first
time, it's all here in one concise volume: o A detailed,
130-page narrative history of the ships and their heroic crews.
o More than 80 illustrations, including official photographs
and ship profile drawings. o An appendix listing more than
190 vessels named Enterprise. o Extensive notes and a
bibliography listing more than 110 sources for further
reference. This isn't just a book of facts and figures, but a
stirring tale of adventure, discovery, and courage, often told in
the words of those who were there. This revised 2nd edition
updates the stories of the naval vessels through the
deactivation of the aircraft carrier USS Enterprise (CVN-65)
and the latest adventures of the starships Enterprise. Come
and relive the epic voyages!
This book looks at how legal frameworks can and do reduce
risks arising out of disasters. The volume: analyses existing
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disaster laws and the challenges on the ground; brings
together case studies from some of the most vulnerable
regions; and proposes solutions to avert existing and possible
future crises. The book offers appropriate legal frameworks
for disaster management which could not only offer
sustainable institutional reforms towards community resilience
and preparedness but also reduce risk within the frameworks
of justice, equity and accountability. It examines the
intricacies of governance within which governments function
and discusses how recent trends in infrastructure
development and engineering technology could be balanced
within the legal principles of ethics, transparency and
integrity. The chapters in the volume suggest that legal
frameworks ought to resonate with new challenges of
resource management and climate change. Further, these
frameworks could help secure citizens’ trust, institutional
accountability and effective implementation through an
unceasing partnership which keeps the community better
prepared and more resilient. This volume will be
indispensable to scholars and researchers of disaster
management, law, public policy, environment and
development studies as well as policymakers and those in
administrative, governmental, judicial and development
sectors.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 19th
International Conference on Computer Information Systems
and Industrial Management Applications, CISIM 2020, held in
Bialystok, Poland, in October 2020. Due to the COVID-19
pandemic the conference has been postponed to October
2020. The 40 full papers presented together with 5 abstracts
of keynotes were carefully reviewed and selected from 62
submissions. The main topics covered by the chapters in this
book are biometrics, security systems, multimedia,
classification and clustering, industrial management. Besides
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these, the reader will find interesting papers on computer
information systems as applied to wireless networks,
computer graphics, and intelligent systems. The papers are
organized in the following topical sections: biometrics and
pattern recognition applications; computer information
systems and security; industrial management and other
applications; machine learning and high performance
computing; modelling and optimization.

This book provides a framework for making
administration effective and improving mitigation and
rehabilitation measures with a view to ensuring a
safer life for citizens. It is an outcome of research
studies carried out by eminent scholars and
practitioners in South Asian countries in the field of
disaster risk management. The authors discuss how
different South Asian countries manage disasters
and address challenges associated with them. The
case studies presented in this book reflect reality
versus myth. In the quest to improve the groundlevel situation, it is pertinent to understand the
interdisciplinary nature of approaches used to tackle
the aftermath of disasters. The key features of this
book include (i) the adoption of critical and
multidisciplinary approaches in discussing disasterrelated problems and emerging issues; and (ii) the
provision of insights into the approaches to address
the challenges and issues of disaster risk
management. The different stakeholders,
practitioners, policy makers, and researchers will
acquire a fuller and richer understanding of the
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various issues related to disaster risk management.
Focusing on the specific challenges of research
design and exploring the opportunities of conducting
research in humanitarian logistics and supply chain
management, this handbook is a significant
contribution to future research. Chapters include
extensive descriptions of methods used, highlighting
their advantages and disadvantages, and the
challenges in scoping, sampling, collecting and
analysing data, as well as ensuring the quality of
studies. Covering a wide variety of topics including
risk and resilience and the impact of humanitarian
logistics on capacity building, sustainability and the
local economy, it also explores the need for
scalability and co-ordination in the humanitarian
network. Contributors provide important insight on
future directions and offer crucial guidance for
researchers conducting projects within the field.
Includes Eastern worker labour reports [of Court
decisions and awards].
There are different perceptions and opinions which
are either built through our lack of exposure and
interaction with people from different cultures or the
way media presents the news to us. The book aims
to show a positive side of human interaction and
connection which is hardly mentioned in the
mainstream media. Although not a travelogue, but
Stories & Glories from Pakistan & Australia is a
personal collection and reflection of events that I
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experienced during my stay in the two countries, as I
experienced the cultural shock and learned different
values from wonderful people of both the countries.
Inserted in the book are over a 1000 pictures from
Pakistan, some are related to tourism and others are
related to people who have made important
contributions in their work. The book also features
success stories and ways to improve our society. As
a big fan of Roxette and Mohammad Hafeez
'Professor', the book reflects what their work meant
for me and how it shaped me and my thinking.
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